
SABIO
THE SIMPLEST KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IN THE WORLD

Although the volume and complexity of knowledge continue  

to increase, people need to find answers faster than ever.  

That’s why we believe one of the biggest challenges of the future  

will be making knowledge easily accessible. 

Getting precisely the right knowledge makes both employees and customers happy. 

Access to knowledge is what will determine future success. 

plug and play:
Start your free online trial at 

www.getsabio.com

USE CASES

Customer service  SABIO is the fastest and easiest way to 

manage, update, and share customer 

service knowledge.

Sales and marketing:  Collect and manage all the information 

Field service: 

IT help desk: 

HR: 

your sales teams need to communicate 

with customers and sell your products  

or services.

 With the SABIO app, your field service 

staff will have access to the very 

latest information when they're at a 

customer's premises.

 Save all your IT & development  

documentation in a single system so 

you can collaborate with your teams.

 With our certified data center, your 

sensitive personnel information is  

stored with the proper security.
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BENEFITS
Your knowledge is centralized. We call it a single source 
of truth. Strong data protection and security is included. 

You manage your knowledge once, then propagate it 
spread over multiple channels (web, CRM, etc.).

SABIO is easy to use and makes it easier for users to get 

started with knowledge management.

FEATURES

Search: 

Knowledge tree: 

Permissions, roles, & screens: 

Customizable approval processes: 

Feedback features: 

 The self-learning search feature gives 

users knowledge content they’re  

looking for quickly.

 Structuring content within an intuitive 
tree navigation provides another path to 

the same goal.

 With the personalized allocation of 

content and responsibilities, different 

screens are approved for different  

sets of users.

 Support for approval processes with one 

or more reviewers that can be 

configured on content level.

 Rate your content and show your  

satisfaction by submitting a star rating. 

SABIO allows you to constantly improve 

your content. 




